January/February 2012
Faculty Scholarship, Service, and Media Activities

DEAN JEFFREY BRAND

Presentations and Lectures

Media
Broadcast featuring California Supreme Court Chief Justice Tani Cantil-Sakauye, KLIV radio.

PROFESSOR JESSE MARKHAM JR.

Presentations and Lectures

ASSOCIATE DEAN FOR FACULTY SCHOLARSHIP JOSHUA DAVIS

Briefs
California Supreme Court, In re Cipro Cases I & II, amicus brief on the legality of reverse payments under antitrust laws. (Co-authored with Richard Brunell, Albert Foer, and the American Antitrust Institute.)

PROFESSOR CONNIE DE LA VEGA

Briefs
U.S. Supreme Court, Miller v. Alabama and Jackson v. Hobbs, amicus brief filed on behalf of 19 international bar associations and seven NGOs and human rights centers on international law, practice, and treaties that address juvenile life without parole sentences. (Co-authored with Dana Isaac, Neil Popovic, and Courtney Barklem.)

Media

PROFESSOR DOLORES DONOVAN

Professional and Public Service
Member, Executive Committee of the Association of American Law Schools’ Section on Post-Graduate Legal Education (appointed January 2012).
Opinion Pieces and Blog Posts

PROFESSOR DAVID FRANKLYN

Presentations and Lectures
Address, University of San Francisco School of Law McCarthy Institute and Microsoft Corporation Symposium, “Trademark Law and Its Challenges,” New York, N.Y.
Panelist, “Government and Quasi-Government Efforts to Protect IP,” University of San Francisco School of Law McCarthy Institute and Microsoft Corporation Symposium, “Trademark Law and Its Challenges,” New York, N.Y.

PROFESSOR SUSAN FREIWALD

Presentations and Lectures
Presenter, “Free Speech and Due Process Concerns with Protect IP Act and SOPA,” “Government and Quasi-Government Efforts to Protect IP,” University of San Francisco School of Law McCarthy Institute and Microsoft Corporation Symposium, “Trademark Law and Its Challenges,” New York, N.Y.

Professional and Public Service
Faculty Advisor, University of San Francisco Law Review Symposium, “Big Brother in the 21st Century? Reforming the Electronic Communications Privacy Act.”

Media

PROFESSOR TRISTIN GREEN

Presentations and Lectures
Presenter, “Racial Emotion in the Workplace,” Thomas Jefferson School of Law Faculty Colloquium Series, San Diego, Calif.
PROFESSOR BILL ONG HING

Presentations and Lectures
Panelist, “Immigration and Local Law Enforcement,” University of San Francisco School of Management Law Enforcement Leadership Symposium, “Unique Leadership Challenges: Major Events, Disasters, and Terrorism.”

Opinion Pieces and Blog Posts
“Prop. 8 Case and the Message for Immigration Reform,” The Huffington Post.
“‘Ching Chong, Chinaman’: The De-Americanization of Asian Americans,” The Huffington Post.

PROFESSOR PETER JAN HONIGSBERG

Media
Broadcast on 10 year anniversary of Guantanamo, KCBS radio.
“Guantánamo Bay: 10 Years of Controversy,” Radio Netherlands
“Amnesty International Protests Gitmo detentions,” ABC 7 News

PROFESSOR TIM IGLESIAS

Presentations and Lectures

Professional and Public Service
Training Leader, prepared and conducted training in landlord-tenant law for students participating in OneJustice trip, University of San Francisco School of Law.

Media
“Sources: California to Join National Foreclosure Settlement,” The Bay Citizen.
UNIVERSITY OF SAN FRANCISCO SCHOOL OF LAW

PROFESSOR ALICE KASWAN

Professional and Public Service
Participant, Center for Progressive Reform Annual Scholars Meeting, Washington, D.C.
Participant, Center for Progressive Reform Annual Scholars Meeting, Washington, D.C.

Opinion Pieces and Blog Posts

Media
“RFF Touts Flexible GHG Limits For Existing Plants As EPA Hedges On Rule,” Washington Publishers

E.L. WIEGAND DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR IN TAX DANIEL LATHROPE

Media

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR RICHARD LEO

Presentations and Lectures

Media

PROFESSOR RHONDA MAGEE

Presentations and Lectures
Presenter, “What Do the Best Teachers Expect of Their Students?” University of San Francisco Center for Teaching Excellence.
Professional and Public Service

Meeting, Magee consulted with Congressman Tim Ryan (D-Ohio) on the contemplative/mindfulness and law movement, San Francisco, Calif.

Media


PROFESSOR MAYA MANIAN

Presentations and Lectures


Media


SENIOR PROFESSOR J. THOMAS MCCARTHY

Books


Presentations and Lectures

Presenter, “The Flavors of Trademark Functionality,” University of San Francisco School of Law McCarthy Institute and Microsoft Corporation Symposium, “Trademark Law and Its Challenges,” New York, N.Y.

Media


PROFESSOR JULIE NICE

Presentations and Lectures

Panelist, “Beyond Prop 8–A Discussion of the Current Legal Treatment of Same-Sex Partners and Spouses,” University of San Francisco School of Law.

Media

“Professor Weighs in on Next Legal Step in Prop. 8 Case,” KRON 4 Evening News.

“USF Professor Analyzes Prop. 8 Ruling,” CBS 5 Eyewitness News.

“Prop. 8: Supreme Court May Redefine Gay Rights,” San Francisco Chronicle.
PROFESSOR ROBERT TALBOT

Media

“District Attorney to Decide on Mirkarimi Charges This Week,” The Bay Citizen, New York Times.

“Mirkarimi Will Learn Monday When His Domestic Violence Trial Will Begin,” KTVU News at 5.

“Conviction Rates: Meaningful Number or Political Weapon?” The Press Democrat.

DIRECTOR OF THE DORRAINE ZIEF LAW LIBRARY RONALD WHEELER

Opinion Pieces and Blog Posts

“National Thank Your Mentor Day—Guest Author Ronald Wheeler,” Cassidy Cata-Blog.

Media


PROGRAM DIRECTORS

Book Contributions

Center of Law and Global Justice Assistant Director for Haiti Programs Nicole Phillips “‘We’ve Been Forgotten’: Haiti’s IDP Camps Eight Months After the Earthquake” in Tectonic Shifts: Haiti Since the Earthquake edited by Mark Schuller and Pablo Morales (Kumarian Press, 2012) (co-author).

Presentations and Lectures


Director of the Child Advocacy Clinic Patricia Fitzsimmons Panelist, “Beyond Prop 8–A Discussion of the Current Legal Treatment of Same-Sex Partners and Spouses,” University of San Francisco School of Law.

Media

Center of Law and Global Justice Assistant Director for Haiti Programs Nicole Phillips “In Haiti, Cautious Hope Around Effort to Find Families New Homes,” The Christian Science Monitor.

“Two Years After the Earthquake, Haiti is Trying to Clear Tent Cities,” Washington Post, Pittsburgh Post-Gazette.
ADJUNCT FACULTY

Media
Adunct Professor Robert Brownstone  “Keeping Tasks Inside the Firewall,”  
Law Technology News.

Adunct Professor Dominic Daher  “New: Taxation of Frequent Flier Miles,”  
Forbes.

EMERITI FACULTY

Books
Professor Emeritus William Bassett  Religious Organizations and the Law  (West/ 
T. Smith.)